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6.0 Final Full Version..TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran's top diplomat in Russia is warning President Vladimir Putin not to be lured by President Donald Trump's invitation to join Washington's ballistic missile defense shield because of the risks of starting a new war in the Middle East. Tehran is one of Moscow's key trading partners and the countries share

security concerns. So, Mohammad Javad Zarif told Russia's state-owned Rossiya-24 TV that there could be retaliatory measures if Russia takes Washington's side. "As I told you last time, and I repeat it here and now as well, there are a series of measures we could follow if Mr. Trump decides to bring Russia into the Western missile defense system. Iran
has all possibilities of defending itself," Zarif said. The tough talk was the latest sign of Iran's anger over U.S. sanctions over Tehran's missile program. Earlier this month, the U.S. pulled out of a 2015 nuclear agreement it negotiated with the Islamic Republic, but gave European countries the option of continuing to do business with Iran. The U.S.

president this week extended until May 12 an invitation to Putin to join the U.S.-led missile shield. But Zarif stressed that Washington is not that serious and Iran is not bothered by the invitation. "It's more about good relations with Russia," he said. "We are not bothered by the invitation to join your missile defense system, neither are we concerned
about it. I am not to be drawn into tit-for-tat, we will not take your side." He added: "We will go our own way, the Iranian people, the Iranian nation will continue its path and strategy without ever changing course." There has not been any official response from Tehran to Trump's invitation. But Iran's elite Revolutionary Guard, which answers to the

country's Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, has made no secret of its anger at the U.S. move. Story continues
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